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What On Earth Is A
Conservation Easement
Anyway?

way to think of the "easement" in
Conservation Easement. These
easements are legal agreements that
ease your mind by using your stuff
(i.e. property) carefully so that it lasts
for a long time.
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So Why Should It Matter To
Me?
Perhaps your family doesn't own
afarm, or other sizeable acreage,
and you wonder if Conservation
Easements could possibly have any
relevancy to you? They absolutely do.
Here in North Idaho we are fortunate
to conduct our lives against a
backdrop of remarkable mountain
vistas, bucolic rural scenes, lush
forests, and abundant water (a
whopping 9% of Bonner County is
water). Sometimes I have to
remind myself to stop, take a look
around, and wonder at what an
amazing place I live.

rural farmsteads, private forests, and
open spaces that offer community
access are falling under increasing
pressure to turn into something_
else. And that is why Conservation
Easements matter to each one of us.
Without ttle ability to set legal
ground rules for how their property
is handled in the future, alandowner
has little assurance that their land
will remain in its current state
after they are gone. And the rest
of us have little assurance that the
remarkable landscape we call "home"
will continue to look and feel like it
did when we first discovered it.

While much of our landscape
is held by state and federal
agencies, 40% of Bonner County
and 26% of Boundary County
are in private ownership. Private
lands contribute considerably
to our scenic environs, and
some also offer tremendous
recreational opportunities for all
of us to enjoy.
These private lands have the ·
potential to be either maintained
as such, or undergo changes that
would permanently alter our
landscape. As our communities
continue to grow and expand, - - - -

